February 11, 2021
HB 32 Cannabis - Legalization and Regulation (Inclusion, Restoration, and Rehabilitation
Act of 2021)
Before the House Judiciary and Health and Government Operations Committees
POSITION: FAVORABLE WITH AMENDMENTS
Dear Chair Clippinger, and Chair Pendergrass:
My name is Warren Lemley, and I am president of Peake ReLeaf, a medical cannabis
dispensary, located in Rockville, Maryland. We strongly support the legalization of cannabis for
adults. Legalization will lead to the creation of thousands of jobs in Maryland; result in
substantial increase in tax revenue; shutter the black market; and finally, and perhaps most
importantly, bring economic benefits to communities of color which have been disproportionally
impacted by the “war on drugs.” HB 32 provides a reasonable framework for the legalization of
cannabis; however, several key amendments would greatly improve the bill. We suggest the bill
be amended to change the legislation in following manner.

SUGGESTED CHANGES

REDUCE THE TAX RATE:
The tax rate is prohibitively high and will likely result in thriving black market sales. A lower rate,
perhaps 15%, would drive consumers to the regulated market and ensure Maryland is not
denied much needed tax revenue.

REDUCE THE FEES:
The licensing fees are simply too high to ensure robust participation by all segments of society.
We suggest the bill be amended to mirror the current fee structure in the medical cannabis
market. To that end, growers should pay higher fees than processors and dispensaries.

Dispensaries fees should be lowest because they are saddled with high overhead and have thin
margins. Moreover, dispensaries are unable to write off typical business expenses. Therefore,
unless properly addressed, many dispensaries may struggle financially.

REDUCE OWNERSHIP CAPS:
Ownership caps should be similar to the medical cannabis market. Lower caps help protect
smaller businesses from consolidation and creates a more sustainable and equitable program.
This in turns helps create more opportunities for entrepreneurs.

REDUCE THE NUMBER OF PROPOSED DISPENSARY LICENSES:
Dispensaries are expensive to own and operate. As stated above, margins are thin and an
overabundance of dispensaries in a concentrated area could lead to business failures.

AWARD UNAFFILIATED DISPENSARIES LOW TIER GROW LICENSES:
Unaffiliated and independent dispensaries struggle to maintain inventory, specifically flower,
because vertically integrated licensees prioritize their own dispensaries. Awarding dispensaries
low tier grow licenses would also provide market sustainability which should bring down
Maryland's high wholesale costs which is the second highest in the nation. See
https://www.pricingguide.leaflink.com/2020, I have attached the report below as well. Finally,
allowing dispensaries to operate low tier grow licenses would provide more diverse products
and reduce patient costs.
ONE REGULATORY BODY FOR BOTH ADULT USE AND MEDICAL PROGRAMS:
There should one regulatory body for both the adult use and medical programs. This will make
oversight more efficient and save the State significant costs.

We urge a Favorable with Amendments report.

Respectfully submitted,

Warren Lemley
President, Peake ReLeaf

